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New South Wales Police sm42.3 

STATEMENT in the matter of: 

NP128 
Place:, Kempsey 

Police Station -

Date ; 6 July, 1994 

Name: 

Address: 

Occupation: Job Search Allowance 

Tel. No.: 

STATES:-

1 . This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a 

witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be 

true. 

2 I am 37 years of age. 

3. I am NP128 !natural mother I am residing at 

KEMPSEY at the present time and hope to find work 

in the area to enable me to stay hers. 

4. I previously lived at 

1323 
KEMPSEY 2440 

MORES. I lived there 

for about six months. I arrived in moree in the first week of 

December 1993. I moved there from Kempsey. Before moving to 

WOOLLOOMOOLOC, with my 

childrenrNi5iYil and F 1338 L Prior to that I resided at In 

WOOLLOOmOOLOO, with !NP1281 and 1338 I left 

Kempsey I resided at 

that area about four years ago. 

5. While I was at Moree I was working on the cotton fields, 

from December through to March. It was only a couple of weeks 

after I started that 
„ 

, - NP128 !arrived. I remember that because it 

was before NP  and Christma.S. My sister; 1324 1 as 

( 

Witness: Signature:

I I 

1323'
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the matter of: i NP128 
Name: i 1323 

P.190A. 

a diary and she also has it written in what date NP128 arrived at Morse. 

6. I recall that!NP1281arrived on the train from Sydney about 
7pm in the evening. I remember that becauseINP128i had caught a 
taxi to my sister 1324 Is house and she drove!NPMk around to 
where I was at MOREE. The last time I had 
seen !NP1281 was about the first week in November 1993. We had 
NP128i 20th birthday at MORSE and we also 
celebrated Christmas at The only reason I 
went to Moree was because one of my friends fathers was very 

7. iNP128; and I both left Moree together about five weeks ago. 
We travelled across withi 1339 in a car. While at Moree 
!NP128i was working with me for 1325! L _.:, the contractor of 
the cotton fi -/iNP128:worked there for 

 
about two_wee'sa._ ------- - 

yj 
Witness: \ 1 1323 Signature: 


